
Uniframe ® Tab les  and Conver t ib le  Bench

The easy transformation. • Easy to operate.

• Easy to move.

• Easy to store.
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Uniframe Tables and Convertible Bench:

Transforming multi-use spaces.

Cafeteria. Study Hall. Meeting Room.
Auditorium. Gymnasium.
All in one space.

You need durable, flexible, 
maneuverable furniture.

Sit on it. Sit at it.
Fold it. Nest it. Roll it away.

Uniframe tables and benches 
do it all for one low cost.
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Exclusive combination
pneumatic lift assist and
torsional energy storage
system for controlled,
effortless folding operation.

Gravity down-lock prevents
table from unexpectedly
folding. Lock releases from
either side of the table.

Storage lock engages
automatically when table is
folded. Lock release is
accessible from either side of
the table.

When tables are open, weight is
off the casters, preventing
unwanted rolling or table
movement. Tamper –resistant
caster cover.
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Uniframe Rectangular Tables with Seating



Imagine.
Convert a room to anything you
want it to be … cafeteria, study
hall, gymnasium, assembly or
meeting room. Uniframe tables
make it easy to accommodate any
number of functions in one space.

Easy.
They are the easiest to operate,
easiest to move, easiest to
rearrange, easiest to store, even
easiest to clean under. The unique
combination pneumatic lift assist
and torsional energy system, have
the smoothest, most effortless
operation of any tables on the
market. Uniframe tables are also
easy and inexpensive to own.

Strong.
Unitized all-steel frames provide
superior strength. Tables are cycle
tested 6,000 times. With an
industry-leading, ten-year warranty,
Uniframe tables ensure the lowest
lifecycle costs.

Accessible.
Uniframe tables with bench or
stool seating are also available as
wheelchair accessible models.
WA table surfaces allow for 31"
clearance and a section of seating is
removed to allow wheelchair access.

KI’s exclusive Perfect Edge is
thicker and more resilient than
any other edge. It absorbs
impact upon contact,
preventing damage to table
surfaces and walls.

Frames available in duplex nickel
chrome plating or durable, non-
chipping black enamel.

Protect floors with KI’s
industry-leading, 12" ABS
plastic glides. The increased
surface area reduces the
pressure points on the floor,
eliminating floor damage.

Lower overall height and
smaller frame stance allow for
easy doorway clearance.
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Uniframe table with bench seating
8', 10' or 12' lengths

Uniframe table with split bench seating
12' length only. Get the economies of
bench seating with the separation of stool
seating.

Uniframe table with stools
(thermoset hard plastic attach with carriage
bolts or polypropylene attach to a heavy
gauge metal plate) 6 stools per side (upper
grade students) or 8 stools per side
(elementary students)
8', 10' or 12' lengths

Uniframe tables nest in a condensed
footprint, requiring the least amount of
storage space. Storage position is UL
approved to ease safety concerns.



Exclusive combination
pneumatic lift assist and
torsional energy storage
system for controlled, effortless
folding operation.

Storage lock engages
automatically when table is
folded. Lock release is
accessible from either side of
the table.

Polypropylene stools are
attached to a heavy, 8-gauge
metal plate for greater strength,
stability and durability.
Thermoset hard plastic stools
are attached with carriage bolts.

When tables are open, weight is
off the casters, preventing
unwanted rolling or table
movement. Tamper –resistant
caster cover.
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Uniframe Round Tables with Seating



Interaction.
Today’s school cafeterias are more
than just a place to eat. Students
interact and share ideas during
lunchtime. Uniframe round tables
with seating are perfect for
interactive environments. 60"
diameter tables are available in two
heights with your choice of eight
stools or four benches.

Adaptability.
Precious school space must often
adapt to multiple uses. The
cafeteria becomes a conference
area, meeting room or
performance venue during non-
school hours. Cafeteria furniture
must adjust to these multiple needs
quickly, safely and easily. Safe easy
operation and mobility, easy
rearrangement, easy storage and
easy room cleaning make
Uniframe round tables with seating
the easy choice.

Durability.
Rely on superior strength and
durability with Uniframe’s unitized
all-steel frames. Ensure easy
ownership and the lowest lifecycle
costs with KI’s industry-leading,
ten-year warranty.

Choose either extremely
durable vinyl bullnose or
exclusive Perfect Edge (sealed
top prevents liquid or food
particles from permeating the
top core).

Uniframe tables with seating
provide sufficient clearance
between top halves to prevent
fingers from being caught or
pinched. Pinch-free center hinges
also assure safe operation.” 7

Uniframe Round Table with Benches
7’ diameter – top is 5’ diameter

Uniframe Round Table with Stools
(thermaset hard plastic or polypropylene)
7’ diameter – top is 5’ diameter

Uniframe’s seat support design allows
easy egress and eliminates the need to
straddle legs.

Uniframe Round Tables with Seating move
safely through standard door openings.



T-legs increase knee room and
seating capacity around the
tables as well as eliminating the
need to straddle table leg
uprights.

Before the table can be fully
opened, the semi-open safety
lock must be purposely
released.

Central hinge design
incorporates three hinges for
increased strength, stability
and table life.

Tables are 27", 29", or 31" high.
Round tables are also available in
42" stand-up heights.
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Uniframe Tables without Seating



Versatility.
For smaller groups, confined
spaces, multi-use spaces, more
relaxed environments, and special
needs, Uniframe shape tables
without seating are ideal.

Variety.
There’s sure to be a Uniframe
table without seating to fit your
needs. Choose from six shapes,
three heights, multiple sizes, a
selection of 41 standard laminates,
either black or chrome frames, and
either vinyl bullnose edge or
Perfect edge.

Special needs.
The 31"-high wheelchair-accessible
unit makes it easy for wheelchair
users to sit comfortably and safely.
The 42"-high, stand-up height
round table is ideal for fast dining
or brief meetings.

31" wheelchair-accessible unit Perfect Edge prevents
penetration by liquid or food
particles that can lead to
bacterial build-up.
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Rectangular table – 8', 10' or 12' Oval table dimensions – 5' x 5' or 5'x 6'.

Round table – 4', 5' or 6'
(no stand-up height on 6')

Square table – 4'

Hexagonal table – 4' Octagonal table – 5'



Maximum utility. Minimum
cost. Unlimited flexibility.
Food service areas often double as
study halls, meeting rooms and
more. You need a bench with back
support … a bench with
worksurface … a cafeteria table ...
Uniframe convertible bench does it
all for one low cost. What an
intelligent use of funds.

Quick and easy to assemble.
Cost effective.
Uniframe convertible bench ships
partially assembled. Final assembly
on site can typically be done in 10
minutes without special tools. Truly
simple assembly.

Ensured quality. Easy operation.
It’s even easier to operate than it is
to assemble. From the folded
position, just pull down the bench
seat and pull up the worksurface.
Or, combine two units to create a
high-quality cafeteria table. The
ganging mechanism is fully
integrated into the frame and
located under the worksurface.

Worksurface is 29" high.
Length is 6', 7' or 8'.
Frame is black.
Edge is vinyl bullnose.
Available in Maple, Walnut or White
Silica laminate finishes.

As a bench with back
support. For meetings,
performances or
assemblies.

As a bench with
worksurface. For study
hall, cafeteria or
instruction.

As a cafeteria table
(two units ganged
together). For lunch
time or group projects.

To return bench to
folded position. Simply lift
up on the worksurface to
release the gravity lock
and fold down.

Nest folded benches
for compact storage.
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Uniframe Convertible Benches
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You make the rules. 
We make the rest.®

Of course KI solutions work
better for you. They’re made
for you. No one pays more
attention to customer needs
than we do. We don’t design
our furniture to win awards
(even though it does). We
don’t rely on one-size-fits-all
solutions (even though they
would make our life easier).
We find out what the market
needs. And, we make it. The
same applies to our service,
distribution…everything we
do. KI solutions work, because 
we’re working for you.

KI
1330 Bellevue Street
P.O. Box 8100
Green Bay, WI 54308-8100
1-800-424-2432
www.ki.com
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